
NEWER PATHS IN MUSLIM 
EVANGELIZATION 

 
 
If the  Insider - Outsider  paradigm is valid( Page 4, para 7 “Understanding Islam thus 
Contextualising the Westerner out of Mission”?) and its the ignorance or denial   has 
caused much of the negative experience of and by Islam over the past 1300 years then 
what approach today should we take ? 
 
Don McCurry is often asked to speak to Muslim audiences and he starts by apologising 
for the behaviour of Christians towards Muslims in the past. This attitude of “furutani” or 
humility is essential to build bridges, break mistrust and open the way for Christ to be 
seen. The typical western approach is to identify mistakes, errors and failures and use 
them to win an argument, never of course admitting the same issues within  Christendom. 
 
Our current obsession with “church planting” can be seen as coming from the experience 
of gathering disparate immigrants, already from a Christian background, in the frontier 
states of the  emerging USA. This period arose out of and from the time of Jonathan 
Edwards (1703-1758), and to some extent of David Brainerd, (1718-1747) and others 
with a concern for displaced Europeans and local peoples. Wandering preachers took to 
the highways, trails and byways to re- group those immigrants seeking a new life in 
America. Thus the assumption of what they had experienced  also necessarily became a 
model for all future American missions. For it is assumed that  Islam and other faiths 
needed what the American frontier needed. It has become a carrier of American history, 
culture, technology and worldview. 
 
Assuming that we have all understood the dangers and malpractice of “extractionism” by 
Christian workers what approaches are we left with? I would like to suggest the following 
as pre requisites. 
 

1. An admonition that human faults also lie within the Christian camp and that we 
are only on a journey of discovery of what God wants us to be. 

2. That we also have allowed our own cultures to influence how we interpret our 
scriptures and this has caused much hurt through arrogance and ignorance in the 
world. 

3. That all have sinned and come short of God’s standards and that we need to learn 
from the criticism of others as well as their example. 

4. That Mohammad’s basic desire was to return the Arabs to the worship of the God 
of their  progenitor Ishmael and thus Abraham his father. 

5. That it is possible for a Muslim to remain loyal and faithful to the concept of 
being “Muslim” as defined by the Qur’an and still follow Christ within that 
cultural context. (Adam, Moses, Abraham and others were also prophets) 



This could  lead to a movement of enlightenment and reformation within that 
religious structure as insiders take the responsibility of change from within. A 
good example of this shift is-Iman Feisal Abdul Rauf, What’s Right with Islam (Harper) 

One of the growing number of Islamic leaders who make an intelligent assessment of 
east and west.  “A book that helps us see Muslims as they wish us to see them and to 
see the west through Muslim eyes”.  Gunnar Stalsett, Bishop of Oslo 
 It is a step in the process of the  “Christ-isation of Islam” 
 
6. The following diagramme can be seen as a possible model for that movement, 

building up known and accepted structures. 
 
 
These are radical ideas but grounded in experience, study and reflection as to the malaise 
within Muslim missions and a possible way forwards. The following diagramme was 
designed by a Muslim who had come to Christ and it is his way of encouraging the 
transformation from within. Others could have been included especially from Philippino 
Muslims, Malay, Bangladeshi, Indian Uzbek and many more. 
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C5 UMMA PEACE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
 

Formation of Dhikir 
Home Cell (Sama or Wazifat) 

Arranging & organizing Music 
Concerts & dance for evangelism 
 

Formation of Trade guilds  
 

Introduction of Adult Education 
(Reading/Writing & Arithmetic) 
 

Formation of Micro-Bank for 
Micro-Loans 
 

Exchange of ideas and 
Sharing of information via 
info-tech 
 

Teaching of the Word and C5 
doctrine 
 

Production and distribution of 
evangelical materials/gospel 
products 

Planning & Execution of 
Community Development 
Projects. 
 

Building of Masjid Almasih ( i.e 
Jesus mosque) for prayer and 
fellowship 
 


